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ABSTRACT

ARCAR is a proof-of-concept headset-based mixed reality
experience, for use by a driver in full control of a moving
vehicle. The functional prototype has been implemented using
a high end video pass-through mixed reality headset, and tested
on roads (closed to external traffic) at conventional driving
speeds. Our implementation embodies acceptable solutions
to a number of current challenges that have been in the way
of in-car XR applications, and enables a wealth of research.
ARCAR is intended to serve as a research platform in the near
future, enabling investigations on topics which include safety,
design, perceived quality, and consumer applications.
Figure 1: ARCAR is a proof-of-concept video pass-through
mixed reality experience for a driver in full control of a vehicle.
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RELATED WORK
CCS Concepts

In previous HCI research on driver-oriented XR applications,
the implementations are limited to WoZ testing and the focus
is often on investigating autonomous driving scenarios. Prototypes described by Goedicke et al. (2018), Yeo et al. (2020)
both involve participants who sit next to a WoZ who is actually driving the car, even though they are given the physical
affordance of a steering wheel in front of them [2, 8]. Our
concept is novel to the literature in that it is meant for use by a
driver who is actively in full control of a moving vehicle.

•Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality; Virtual reality;
INTRODUCTION

We introduce ARCAR: a proof-of-concept headset-based
mixed reality (XR) experience for use by a driver in full control of a moving vehicle. The functional concept has been
implemented on a XR headset and used on roads (closed to
external traffic) by test drivers, at conventional driving speeds.
Owing to the high performance components used in our implementation, common problems like motion sickness are
minimized.

More common in both research [3, 4, 5] and commercial
projects [1] are experiments with passenger-oriented XR experiences. Notably, this research has articulated many of the
technical and human-centered challenges that prohibit XR
applications for passengers (articulated in [4]), and these are
also relevant for driver-oriented applications. These include
engineering a head tracking system that can be used in a moving car, overcoming motion sickness, social acceptability, and
designing appropriate interactions for the constrained physical
space. As described below, ARCAR embodies acceptable solutions to a number of these challenges (e.g. head tracking), and
enables further research on others (e.g. social acceptability).

Currently ARCAR and its applications are under active development at Volvo Cars in Gothenburg, Sweden. Use cases
under consideration include training and simulation scenarios,
design tools, and speculative end-user applications. ARCAR
is also being utilized as a research tool to investigate topics
such as driver distractions, perceived roominess, visibility,
reachability, perceived quality [7], and safety.

Driver-oriented XR is also relevant for design and design research. Related work in this direction includes explorations on
XR as a design tool for in-car UX, which compares participant
responses to design choices presented in VR and in situ [6].
The VR setup used in these studies is stationary. Our concept
enables novel possibilities in this line of research, where design possibilities may be presented in XR while maintaining
the embodied experience of driving at speed.
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Figure 3: Virtual obstacle injected onto the real road: the
obstacle appears not only on the headset, but also on the car’s
sensors, triggering the car’s assistive drive functionality.

Figure 2: The platform enables just-in-time design of automotive aesthetics and interactive components.

headset tracking, the car is instrumented with an ART ARTTRACK5/C optical motion capture system. The Varjo XR-1
headset also incorporates eye tracking, which enables experimental functionality. For example, the driver’s attention and
responses with respect to virtual obstacles injected onto the
road are recognized by the system, and the car’s assistive responses are modulated accordingly (Fig. 3). This also enables
research on topics such as driver attention and reactions to
various stimuli, and handover interactions for autonomous and
assistive drive functionality.

DESCRIPTION

The current ARCAR implementation is built using a 2019
model Volvo XC90 and a Varjo XR-1 headset. The headset
incorporates dual 12 MP, 90 Hz front-facing cameras for video
pass-through with real-time light estimation and reflection
mapping, as well as a depth sensor for hand tracking. The
hands can be segmented from the video feed and overlaid onto
virtual content in a photorealistic fashion.
The headset provides a high end display system with dual
video streams in each eye, each combining a 1920 x 1080
low persistence micro-OLEDs screen with a 1440 x 1600 low
persistence AMOLED screen, both with flicker-free refresh
rates of 60/90 Hz. This equates to a resolution of 60 pixels
per degree, with a field of view of 87 degrees. In our experiments we have achieved single-digit photon-to-photon latency
between the front-facing RGB cameras and the internal display. which enables safe driving within conventional speed
limits, while causing minimal motion sickness. The high end
imaging and display pipeline also allows for photorealistic rendering of virtual content, to the extent that the virtual content
is indistinguishable from the video feed.

Distinct from previous research on driver-oriented XR headset
applications, in ARCAR there is no other driver (e.g. WoZ)
in control of the vehicle, other than the one who wears the
headset. The only safety features that assist the driver are
those which are found already on a commodity Volvo XC90
such as lane-keeping and assistive braking. The only safety
feature on the ARCAR prototype that is distinct from the
production model is an added emergency stop button on the
armrest between the driver and the front passenger, which
halts all systems when pressed.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

This poster introduces ARCAR – the Volvo Cars Altered Reality Driving Research Platform – as a proof-of-concept to the
HCI community. This platform enables a wealth of directions
for future research in XR, which include but are not limited
to: novel driving experiences, automotive safety and usability,
product design workflows, and research methods.

The main software that streams content to the headset from
a PC is built in Unity. This software receives signals from
a variety of sources which then modulate the MR content,
and also interacts with the car systems. The software also for
dynamic content to be modified in real time (Fig. 2). This
enables the use of ARCAR as a tool for rapid design and
design research on automotive aesthetics and user interfaces.

ARCAR enables radically new possibilities, with many unknown unknowns. We envision that the concrete first steps
to materialize and investigate the value of ARCAR within
HCI research will involve qualitative research to explore three
distinct perspectives: (1) consumer-facing applications, (2)
participants in human-centered studies where ARCAR is utilized as a research tool, and (3) designers whose workflows
might be enriched with novel possibilities.

Signals streamed to the XR software from the car include
speed, braking, gear, steering wheel position, and UI controls.
Signals that are streamed to the car itself include information
on virtual content (e.g. virtual obstacles that might be injected
on the road). The various assistive functions on the car (some
of which are already on the market on consumer models)
can then react to the virtual content: for example, collision
warnings and assistive braking can be initiated in response to
virtual objects.

We expect that the impact of ARCAR will be far-reaching,
with implications beyond automotive and HCI.

As McGill et al. (2019) note, IMU-based orientation tracking
which XR headsets often rely on is not feasible in a moving
car [3]. To enable robust, low-latency, high-precision 6DOF
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